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Foreword
Things are going great in Rotterdam. For a lot of people looking for a great place
to live, Rotterdam is a clear contender. The volume of visitors to our city, both
from the Netherlands and from further afield, has increased significantly, and
the climate for enterprise has seen real improvement. What is more, residents,
business owners, and visitors all value the city’s clean, green character.
Rotterdam’s improved prospects are also partly the result of the fact that the city has
become a safer place to live and work. The hard data proves that, and research into
residents’ experience of safety has also reached the same conclusion. The new safety
programme, Safe@Rotterdam, which you are now reading, gives the municipality, the
police, judicial authorities and care partners a significant role in safety and the experience of safety. This programme has six priorities: crime that undermines society; our illegal
firearm strategy; radicalisation, extremism, and terrorism; polarisation and social unrest;
cyber resilience; and vulnerable neighbourhoods.
We are taking measures to prevent unsafe situations and to promote a feeling of
safety. There is also a balance to be struck between punitive and preventive duties on
the one hand and, on the other, a focus on aftercare when incidents take place. In the
near future we are committed to engaging the people of Rotterdam even more closely
with safety in their own neighbourhoods; after all, they are the ones with the wisdom of
experience. Residents’ feeling of safety will be reinforced when we are seen to be taking
their concerns and engagement seriously, working closely with them, and presenting a
framework for action.
The municipality has already achieved promising results with this strategy, in collaboration with residents, business owners and professionals who are committed to the city.
Outdoor spaces have been spruced up and the causes of nuisance are being tackled.
The number of High Impact Crimes, such as break-ins and robberies, has decreased
considerably. In cooperation with the police, judicial authorities and other partners, we
are tackling the crime that undermines our communities.
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Safety is the indispensable foundation of a flourishing city – but our city’s increasing 			
attractiveness also has its downsides. When a city welcomes a lot of new residents but
sees no increase in its surface area, both risks and tensions will become more acute.
That is why we are investing in connectedness. We are inviting people to make their voices
heard and to join the dialogue.
I would like to extend my personal invitation to everyone reading this publication, to share
new insights that have the potential to strengthen the social resilience of the people of our
city. For my part, I will be commissioning research into opportunities to translate the proven
success in water management to the efforts to respond to social issues. A water manager
will analyse vulnerable neighbourhoods of Rotterdam for a year.
I hope you will continue to devote your energies to working to achieve a safe city, district,
neighbourhood, and street. The collaboration we have seen in recent years gives me
confidence that Rotterdam will remain attractive and safe: a global city where we all feel
welcome and at home.
Ahmed Aboutaleb
Mayor of Rotterdam
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Introduction
The world is changing
Society is changing fast and becoming ever more complex. As a big, international city,
Rotterdam is increasingly feeling the effects of world events. The threat of terrorism, 		
a sense of conflict between different groups, public disturbances, incidents involving
people displaying confused behaviour, crime that undermines society, migration flows
and gun violence are presenting new challenges and having an impact on security in
the city and on the sense of safety felt by the people of Rotterdam. Moreover, separate
developments can reinforce each other’s effects. Put that together with far-reaching
digitisation, and new risks emerge.
International collaboration
Rotterdam is working with several different cities, both in Europe and around the world,
to develop new strategies related to counter-terrorism measures, crime that undermines
society, cyber resilience and radicalisation. Some of the key platforms that make this
collaboration possible are the European Forum for Urban Security (EFUS), the Strong
Cities Network (SCN), and the Radicalisation Awareness Network (RAN).
Neighbourhood profile
We’re on the right track: our safety index has risen from 100 in 2014 to 108 in 2018,
and we intend to continue that upward trend. The 2018 neighbourhood profile clearly
shows that Rotterdam is becoming safer and safer, and that residents are really feeling
that increased sense of safety. At the same time, the profile also reveals that not all
neighbourhoods are experiencing the same positive development. In vulnerable
neighbourhoods, where crime and nuisance are a source of problems, we are taking
a neighbourhood-focused approach.
Together
Rotterdam is our home. We are all ‘citizens of Rotterdam’. Together, we can turn our
diversity — which admittedly sometimes causes friction — into a strength. People need to
get to know each other, find out more about each other, stand up for each other and show
understanding for each other. It is OK to be different, and we need to start a respectful
dialogue about that truth. Discrimination has no place in Rotterdam.
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Professional representatives must be visible and approachable, they must establish
good lines of communication, and when reports come in they must be followed up. Social
cohesion in the city’s neighbourhoods is crucial, as are efforts to make our city clean, safe,
and attractive.
Before we finalised this new safety programme we spoke to Rotterdam residents, members
of district committees, neighbourhood councils, neighbourhood committees, and other
partners. These meetings offered yet more proof that the people of Rotterdam are not
afraid to take responsibility for creating a safe city. Rotterdam residents are the eyes and
ears of the neighbourhood. They want to roll up their sleeves and get to work. The people
of Rotterdam do not want to just let the future happen to them; they want to shape the
city’s future, together. That means that at least one aspect of a safe city is the outcome of
the intensive commitment of the municipality, its partners, and the residents themselves.
#Safe010 and learning from experience
Safe@Rotterdam is building on the results and strategies of previous safety programmes.
Looking back at these programmes, we see that an integrated approach to monitoring and
enforcement, management and maintenance, and both physical and social investments
have all helped to make the city safer. This gives us renewed energy to forge a sustainable, integrated, and neighbourhood-focused approach that emphasises a combination of
physical, social, and objective safety, as well as a subjective feeling of safety. Flexibility is
also a major factor that enables us to take advantage of urgent new developments, always
maintaining a strong basis in good-quality information and knowledge.
A new safety programme
The coalition agreement ‘New Energy for Rotterdam’ 2018-2022 clearly sets out that
everyone in Rotterdam must feel safe and be able to move freely around the city. That is
the foundational principle in our city. The ambitions for a safer city enshrined in the coalition
agreement have been incorporated into this new safety programme.
The trends in the strategic agenda of the Ministry of Justice and Security, the police force’s
Rotterdam Threat Assessment, and the Neighbourhood Profile 2018 show that, in addition
to the legal duties we carry out every day, we need to intensify our approach to a range
of issues: crime that undermines society, an illegal firearm strategy, radicalisation,
extremism and terrorism, polarisation and social unrest, cyber resilience, and vulnerable
neighbourhoods.
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Ambition
Rotterdam strives to be a safe city, where everyone feels welcome and at home. For
the next four years, we are committed to working with residents, partners, and business
owners to maintain the current level of safety as a minimum, and to reinforce that safety
where necessary. This effort will create the space needed in order to realise the
potential and the social resilience of the city, residents, and businesses.

Safety Targets 2018-2022
1.	Rotterdam’s level of safety will be higher in 2022 than in 2018; the average score on
the neighbourhood profile’s Safety Index will be above 108.
2.	The average score of the 18 neighbourhoods that scored below 100 on the Safety
Index in 2018 must have improved by 2022.
3. 	By 2022, the five neighbourhoods that scored lowest on the Safety Index in 2018 		
(Tarwewijk, Hillesluis, Bloemhof, Carnisse and Oude Westen) will have achieved 			
a five-point increase.

1) Tarwewijk, Zuiderpark/Zuidrand, Cool, Hillesluis, Bloemhof, Zuidplein, Carnisse,
Oude Westen, Vreewijk, Tussendijken, Agniesebuurt, Bospolder, Afrikaanderwijk,
Pendrecht, Oud Charlois, Zuidwijk, CS Quarter, Middelland.
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Guiding principles of the safety strategy
Sustainable, integrated approach
We are not just looking to tackle unsafe situations once they arise -– the work starts with
preventing those situations from arising in the first place. That is why we are taking an
integrated look at the factors that make a place unsafe, and looking for solutions beyond the
exclusive domain of security itself. A sustainable and integrated approach requires a combination of social and physical investment, together with good management and maintenance
of outdoor spaces. It also demands the best forms of monitoring and enforcement, using a
mix of criminal justice and administrative options. We are also continuing to explore innovative interventions that encourage residents and business owners to comply with relevant
legislation.
Working together
Creating a safe Rotterdam is a shared responsibility. We work in partnership with residents,
business owners, civil society organisations, other authorities, industries, and associations
to make sure our city is secure. We are investing in long-term relationships and networks.
Together, we can build an appropriate response to incidents and developments that undermine the objective safety — and the feeling of safety — of the people of Rotterdam.
Information-led and knowledge-driven
We know what is going on in our city; we are well informed. We decide how to deploy our
resources based on the information we receive about what is actually happening in our city
districts and in our neighbourhoods. We are confident that we will receive that information
because we maintain a constant, visible, approachable presence throughout our city and
in our networks. We actively combine and share information, then we analyse and interpret
it. Ultimately that information forms the basis for efficient, effective decisions about how to
deploy our resources.
Neighbourhood focused and customised
A custom strategy does justice to the differences between neighbourhoods and the different
concerns and problems experienced by Rotterdam’s residents and business owners. We
appreciate that we need to be active at many different levels in the city, all the levels where
the municipality has influence. We take action at the level of citizens and business owners,
of the neighbourhood, and of the city.
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Monitoring in the neighbourhood profile
We use the biannual monitor of the neighbourhood profile to gauge the current situation
in the city and in its neighbourhoods. In addition to the neighbourhood profile, we also use
a variety of sources to monitor and decide whether we are on course, such as reports
received by the safety helpdesk, crimes reported to police, information obtained from our
network in the neighbourhood, and knowledge gained through research.
Short guide to the programme
This safety programme rests on three pillars. The pillar ‘Engaged City’ relates to how 		
we approach our cooperation with residents and business owners. We use the pillars
‘Resilient City’ and ‘City in Balance’ as a springboard to work on the various concrete 		
safety challenges facing the city. These challenges have been further developed into
eparate programmes, projects and activities.
Safe@Rotterdam sets out the strategic programme for the next few years. We have 		
devised this programme in cooperation with residents, business owners and partners 		
including the police, Public Prosecution Service, Rotterdam-Rijnmond Safety Region, 		
housing associations and civil society organisations. This programme gives concrete
direction to our productive collaboration and maintains an open invitation to our partners
to join the discussion. Together, we can continue to innovate and benefit from new 		
developments to build a safe Rotterdam.
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1. Engaged City
Rotterdam has a long tradition of residents taking a stand for safety and liveability
in their own neighbourhoods. In the 1990s, the main focus was on dissatisfaction
with the lack of safety and a call for the government to take tough measures. Over
the years, Rotterdam has become a much safer place to live and work, and this has
influenced how residents and business owners engage with the city.
Residents and business owners are now more likely to take the initiative to improve
liveability and safety, and they are more prepared to come together to make their district
and neighbourhood more attractive. This development has also altered the role of the
government and the work of professionals in the neighbourhoods. There is an increasing
focus on connection, cooperation, and facilitation. We welcome and encourage this shift.
But we are not naive; in a large city, there will always be certain situations and places
where enforcement is needed. But the engagement of residents and business owners
can make all the difference, even in those situations. We are working hard to find the
right balance between safety measures on the one hand, and on the other a vibrant,
welcoming city and a neighbourhood where you feel comfortable and where you can
confidently meet with other people.
We are committed to engaging Rotterdam’s residents, business owners, neighbourhood
networks, volunteer organisations, church communities, and other close-knit social initiatives with the neighbourhood safety strategy. Their involvement, comments, and critique
can lead to policy decisions and a targeted strategy that is in line with the problems as
they are experienced in the neighbourhood, and ultimately to an implementation phase
that is effective, efficient, and accountable. Challenging the people of Rotterdam to make
an active contribution, and providing them with the necessary support and facilitation, will
increase the influence they exert on safety and liveability in their own community. Having
a sense of ownership and a framework for action also has a positive effect on local
people’s feeling of safety.
Ambition
To increase the structural engagement of Rotterdam’s residents and business owners,
from consultation and discussion to co-production and co-creation.
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1.1 Consulting the people of Rotterdam
We are always open to discussions with residents and business owners in the city’s 		
neighbourhoods. These discussions, such as the co-creation in ‘Even More Beautiful 		
Middelland’, have become an indispensable part of our city’s safety strategy. We also 		
consult with the residents of Rotterdam to build broad support to test a potential strategy,
as we did when creating the new policy on the hospitality sector.
Although all these discussions are unique, they share the common thread of the 			
dedicated engagement of the participants. Residents usually have a very good idea of
where to find both problems and opportunities, and they are more than willing to discuss
possible solutions. They share their feedback on the policy being taken and often have
ideas for how to make their own neighbourhoods safer and more liveable. Many residents
also roll up their own sleeves and join in. There are too many examples to list here of 		
young people, mothers, residents, business owners, and local elders taking the initiative
themselves, for instance by picking up litter in their local streets or organising a party for
their neighbours to build social cohesion.
Citizens, business owners, and the municipality do not always see eye to eye, and that is
not likely to change. Those moments of tension and discomfort are actually valuable: they
make us think, and they are often the trigger for us to sit down and really talk — and listen
— to one other.
1.2 Resident participation
We want to make it easier for residents to take the initiative when it comes to the safety of
their own neighbourhoods. In recent years, resident participation has taken shape through
tools, such as ‘Neighbourhoods Take Charge’ for community governance, Neighbourhood
Watch groups, and the steering group ‘Safe in the Community’.
More emphasis is being placed on participation and on the creativity of residents and
business owners, in all kinds of policy areas, because the complex challenges we face can
no longer be tackled by a single actor. This trend, combined with developments surrounding
social media, is creating new opportunities and possibilities for participation.
The experiences we gain enable us to adjust our chosen course and to benefit from
opportunities to make the tools we use more effective and a better fit for the needs of
residents and local business owners.
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1.3 Trustworthy, visible government
An engaged city needs an engaged, trustworthy government; a government that does not
just reach out to the people who already feel a sense of engagement and responsibility. We
also need to reach the people who are harder to mobilise. We value every contribution from
every resident of Rotterdam, whether that contribution is an idea, an offer of help or commitment to the city. We have a responsibility to try to understand how the people of Rotterdam
experience our city, and to seek out contact on their terms. If we can achieve that, we will be
a government that talks to residents, rather than just talking about them — a government that
is visible and approachable in the city and in the neighbourhoods where that is needed; a
government that is open to suggestions and good ideas.
The quality of the interaction between the citizen and the government is at the heart of this
goal. The same is true for the relationship between Rotterdam residents and their police
force. In 2017 we commissioned research into how society feels about the way police treat
citizens when it comes to discrimination. The research showed that, in general, the people
of Rotterdam have a positive image of the police, and that they do have experience with
police officers. But we have also seen that the interaction between citizens and the police
can be tense, and can lead to feelings of discrimination. The challenge is to appreciate the
complexity of the work police officers do, whilst also fully recognising and accepting the
needs and experiences of our citizens. We are currently discussing this research with both
young people and the police, as well as talking about associated issues, such as ethnic
profiling, and sharing experiences. This consultation is building greater mutual understanding.
The police are also committed to diversity and to improving the way its proactive checks are
carried out. Officers do this in accordance with the national ‘framework for action in proactive
checks’, focusing on deviant behaviour, investing in the proper treatment of citizens, and
providing appropriate explanation and reflection. On the street, officers are also equipped
with a mobile app that gives them fast access to information on the outcome of previous
checks. Finally, efforts to increase police officers’ professionalism include a focus on
proactive police work, not least through targeted on-the-job training.
Visible government
We make sure that our staff are more visible in the neighbourhoods, that they listen and go
to see what is happening, that they can tailor their solutions to the situation. This helps them
to respond better and faster to the needs of the people of Rotterdam. We are keen to ensure
as much continuity as possible in deploying our employees, so that they become familiar
faces in the neighbourhood. Our keywords are listening and dialogue. This reinforces the
movement we are seeing among citizens and business owners, where a sense of shared
ownership and responsibility is motivating people to help create a safe Rotterdam.
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2. Resilient City
What is a resilient city?
A resilient city can stand its ground in the face of both expected and unforeseen
developments at a global, national, regional, and local level. A city that is socially,
physically, and digitally resilient takes measures to reduce its vulnerabilities and
limit the impact of incidents. Moreover, a resilient city is strong and can quickly
recover following an incident.
Ambition
For the government to enforce the rule of law and maintain public order. This is an
important factor in reinforcing the stability of a well-functioning, resilient society.

Disasters and new forms of crisis
Traditional disaster management continues to focus on physical disasters and security
risks, such as floods, large fires, and industrial accidents, and on how to prevent these
events from occurring. Rotterdam is also an inextricable part of an increasingly complex
and unpredictable world. The challenges of our time, such as digitisation and globalisation, bring both new opportunities and new risks. New forms of crisis include invisible
crime, social tensions, threats of terrorist attacks, and incidents that can have exponential
effects. Moreover, our dependence on vital and increasingly interlinked systems, such as
drinking water and electricity provision, is only increasing. The impact of a potential loss
of data communication, disruption to vital infrastructure or climate change can be just as
significant. Modern communications carry messages rapidly, making it easier and faster
to mobilise both individuals and groups. Violent attacks and large public order incidents
also have a serious impact on the lives and the behaviour of our residents.
When public order or the safety of residents and visitors is under threat, the city and its
organisation must be strong and resilient enough to face these incidents head on, so that
we can get back to the ‘normal’ situation as soon as possible. The phases of prevention,
preparation, management, and follow-up are more closely interwoven in the new kinds of
crises than in traditional crisis management.
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This underscores the importance of continued investment in a crisis response organisation
that is alert and agile, that makes the right preparations and cooperates effectively to
respond to these new challenges.
Guiding principles
One of the key principles of this policy is the continuity of social traffic and of municipal
services in the event of incidents or crises. A resilient government invests in relationships
with residents, business owners, and civil society institutions, encourages and facilitates
positive forces in the city and also takes ‘aftercare’ measures for the city.
Engaged citizens are resilient citizens.
Shared responsibility
It is important to achieve both individual and collective resilience based on shared
responsibility. A joint effort by residents and businesses, municipal services, the
Safety Region Rijnmond, the police, DCMR Rijnmond Environmental Service, the Port
of Rotterdam, the Medical Care Organisation in the region and civil society organisations
has made us ‘stronger together’ as we tackle risk, incident and crisis management and as
we deal with violent incidents and discrimination on the part of healthcare providers and
police officers.
2.1 Crime that undermines society
Criminals invest the money they make in things like luxury goods and real estate. They
need contacts in the underworld to make their activities possible, but if they want to spend
their ill-gotten gains legally they need people from our above-board world. That brings the
underworld and the world of legitimate business together.
This form of crime, what we call ‘crime that undermines society’, facilitates an illegal
economy and has a negative impact on our young people. It damages residents’ and
business owners’ faith in the legitimacy of the government. Neighbourhoods that suffer
from this kind of crime are less safe, even if the crime is not immediately visible.
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Ambition
A fair, safe, socially responsible and just Rotterdam that is a pleasant place to live,
work, and relax.
Direction
Our current strategy on crime that undermines society will continue and be further
developed in the coming years. We will expose and dismantle the underlying structures.
Crime must not pay, and residents, businesses, and public administration must be made
resilient. An effective strategy demands more than simply combating crime itself; we are
also tapping the economic potential of the district by encouraging positive developments
in neighbourhoods and business parks. We are helping residents and business owners
become more resilient in the face of the allure of crime that undermines society, for
example by working with associations of owners of city-centre apartment complexes
and with business owners in the Spaanse Polder.
The strategy is implemented along four lines: detecting crime that undermines society,
tackling that crime, taking preventative measures, and stimulating positive developments.
This process is accompanied by continual innovation. We are committed to stepping up our
efforts to combat crime that undermines society. In the most vulnerable neighbourhoods
and districts, for example in Rotterdam South, Rotterdam West, the Spaanse Polder, and
the Port, we are bringing in City Marines. We also use a thematic approach that focuses
on issues such as drug-related crime, real estate, human trafficking, cybercrime (the online
branch of crime that undermines society), and outlaw biker gangs.
Criminal networks are being hunted down, the Integrated Seizure Team is seizing money
from figures such as drug offenders, we are closing buildings where abuses have been
shown to have taken place, and we are carrying out integrated campaigns. One purpose of
these checks is to track down and seize weapons, drugs, and capital that is undocumented and therefore more likely to have been acquired illegally. We lobby the central government by a range of means, focused on lifting restrictions we encounter in the field such as
exchanging and sharing information, including internal municipal data. Another initiative we
are keen to start is expanding the mayor’s power to close buildings where drugs have been
found, to include buildings where weapons have been discovered.
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We want to end human trafficking and exploitation in illegal prostitution. To achieve that,
we are reviewing the current prostitution and human trafficking strategy and turning more
attention to the phenomena of worker exploitation, criminal exploitation, and poor employer
behaviour. This approach includes a clear emphasis on the exploitation of minors, exploitation
within prostitution involving young men, and the exploitation of migrants and migrant workers.
Moreover, we are intensifying regional and integrated cooperation, including a focus on
prevention, information, raising awareness among professionals, and caring for victims.
Within the municipal organisation itself, we are building on our efforts to raise awareness
and constructing barriers to prevent crime from undermining society. We are conducting
integrated monitoring and campaigns, both on the streets and in specific industries
such as the hospitality sector. The strategy is helping to intensify efforts such as financial
investigation, getting more enforcers on the street, ensuring administrative enforcement and
making full use of the Public Administration Probity Screening Act (generally referred to
using the Dutch abbreviation ‘BIBOB’).
We work as a single seamless governing authority together with the police, the Public
Prosecution Service, the Dutch Tax Authority, the Fiscal Information and Investigation
Service (FIOD), and the Regional Information and Expertise Centre (RIEC), as well as with
private organisations such as housing corporations or representatives from specific industries, such as the Netherlands Association of Money Transaction Offices. We work with our
partners to construct a shared information position, and we take joint decisions about which
measures to deploy in administrative, criminal, private, and financial law. This requires a
custom solution.

2.2 Polarisation and social unrest
Some societal debates or conflicts that originate outside the Netherlands can lead to serious
tensions and polarisation in Rotterdam, and can impact the public order and safety in our
city. This has a serious impact on the feeling of safety among Rotterdam residents and can
bring about demonstrations. The Rotterdam Threat Assessment specifies polarisation as one
of the topics that present a possible threat to Rotterdam society and have the potential to
disrupt our communities. Discussions around the topics of integration, immigration, religion,
and culture are also causing more tensions. People set each other at a distance, which only
damages a shared understanding. It feels as if the space for moderate voices is shrinking.
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Ambition
To prevent increased polarisation and reduce tensions. This will create the conditions
in which the strengths of city and its residents can flourish.
Direction
Our neighbourhood-focused approach means that we know what is going on in Rotterdam’s
neighbourhoods. We are also continuing to invest in the network of key contacts focused
specifically on tensions and polarisation, to make sure we can detect and investigate problems before it is too late. That helps us decide where to deploy our resources. We make
sure that our networks reflect the society in Rotterdam, because tensions and polarisation
can erupt anywhere. Our links with other networks also strengthen our information position.
It is essential to create dialogue and interactions that offer a safe space in which issues can
be identified and discussed in order to increase the city’s strength and resilience. To that
end, we have set up initiatives such as the WE Society programme and we are continuing
to promote activities such as dialogues in the city, always with a strong emphasis on calm,
moderate voices.
Our efforts are in line with the programme of action ‘Integration & Living Together’ that was
presented in late 2018. This programme is founded on the principle that everyone must be
encouraged to participate and that all of us — all the people of Rotterdam — need to work
together to build a peaceful society. The rule of law is the foundation of any free society,
and with freedom and equality comes responsibility: we respect the law, and when
boundaries are crossed we hold each other accountable and take action if necessary.
That can sometimes become uncomfortable, and that’s OK. The question is whether we,
as a society, can deal with that discomfort in a constructive way. Where our differences
are thrown into sharper relief and tensions rise, or when those tensions threaten to
escalate into a public order incident, we make sure that we can discuss our differences
constructively. Where necessary, we play a facilitating role and support key figures and
communities to de-escalate situations and direct the necessary discussions along
positive lines.
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We offer training programmes for both key community figures and professionals; these
programmes help us share our expertise to make sure as many people as possible can
contribute to the fight against polarisation and rising tensions.
2.3 Radicalisation, extremism and terrorism
Radicalisation is the process by which a person becomes increasingly prepared to 		
support drastic changes to society. In serious cases, the process of radicalisation can end
in extremism or even terrorism. Extremism and terrorism can cause society to break down,
and often presents a threat to social cohesion and democratic legal order.
The consequences of extremism and terrorism do not end at national borders:
developments around the world have an impact on the situation in Rotterdam. ISIL may
be disintegrating in Syria and Iraq, but that does not necessarily mean that the threat to
the Netherlands is reduced. Even without ISIL, individuals and groups can be inspired by
the ideology of violent jihadism. All of this means that there is still a real possibility that
the Netherlands will suffer a terrorist attack. The current threat level is ‘substantial’.
Ambition
To tackle proven and potential violent, ideologically-driven behaviour and attacks,
whilst at the same time being well prepared for the threat and the consequences of 		
an attack.
Extremism
Extremism is the phenomenon in which people or groups consciously break the law in their
quest to follow their ideals. In addition to our efforts to combat violent jihadism, we also
focus on other forms of extremism, such as the increasing threat from followers of extreme
right and extreme left-wing ideologies.
Direction
We are continuing to implement those aspects of the current strategy that have been
proven to be successful, such as our personal approach and activities aimed at increasing
resilience among vulnerable groups. Within our current strategy we are also broadening our
efforts to tackle other forms of extremism, such as right- and left-wing extremism.
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The strategy has four main lines of approach: prevention, detection, intervention, and
sustainable results. To prevent people being attracted to violent ideologies, we are working
to increase the resilience of vulnerable groups in Rotterdam, for instance by offering training
to vulnerable girls and by offering groups of young people educational programmes that aim
to break down taboos.
Together with our partners, we aim to detect potentially violent, ideologically-driven behaviour
at an early stage, whether that behaviour is displayed by individuals or by groups. To that
end, it is important to test whether there is a real risk of the radical behaviour being translated into either approving or promoting the use of violence, or even a risk that the person
him- or herself will use violence. Where that is the case, we intervene, using a personalised
approach that mainly consists of a combination of care and administrative and/or criminal
justice measures, such as requiring the person to report to the authorities. This approach is
intended to halt the radicalisation process and to reduce the threat presented by radicalised
people and groups. We aim to make our strategy more sustainable by integrating successful
interventions into the municipality’s regular policy wherever possible.
Terrorism
Terrorism is when violence is committed against people or against social cohesion for
ideological reasons. It has a destabilising effect, and it can make people afraid and influence political decision-making processes. The threat to the Netherlands and attacks overseas
show how important it is to combat terrorism. The Rotterdam Threat Assessment and the
National Terrorism Threat Assessment highlight the urgent need to intensify our efforts in
this area over the coming years and to make our city resilient.
Direction
We are on high alert in public spaces in the city where a lot of people come together, such
as in entertainment venues, at events, and in busy shopping streets. Vulnerable locations in
the city are identified and measures are taken to improve physical resilience. We are taking
measures both in the open and behind the scenes to provide security against attacks during
events. Units from across the Safety Region work closely together, just as we are working
with our partners to find new, innovative ways to improve safety. Threats and risks are also
constantly under consideration when it comes to high-risk buildings such as synagogues and
mosques, and where necessary we take appropriate safety measures.
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2.4 High Impact Crimes
High Impact Crimes (HIC) have a serious impact both on the victim and on society as a
whole. The City of Rotterdam has committed significant resources to combating the HIC
offences of domestic break-ins, muggings, and robberies. The number of HIC incidents
has fallen substantially in recent years, as has recidivism among HIC offenders. A clear shift
has also taken place in recidivism levels for other crimes, including drug-related offences,
violence in general, and gun violence in particular.
Ambition
To continue to reduce the number of domestic burglaries, robberies, and muggings. To
offer support to victims, both in the immediate aftermath of the crime and in terms of
preventing them falling victim to similar crimes in the future. Residents and business
owners must both be safe and feel safe in their homes, on their business premises,
and in their local area.
Direction
The HIC strategy brings together the City Marines and partners such as the police, the Public
Prosecution Service, the probation service, housing corporations, and private partners. This
strategy has two key aims: to maintain our intensive collaboration, and to find new ways of
working that will enable us to continue making a difference. New ways of working may be
found in technological solutions, such as combining burglar alarms with a neighbourhood
WhatsApp group, or in direct advertising and the use of smart cameras.
At the same time, it is important to zoom in on the problem and to tailor the solution to the
situation; a generic city-wide strategy can no longer be relied upon to deliver the desired
result, so we offer solutions customised to specific neighbourhoods, streets, at-risk groups,
and offender profiles. The decision about which streets, groups or offenders to focus on is
made based on statistics and on our knowledge of the municipality and its partners.
Both prevention and punishment must be on the table if we are to achieve even greater
reduction in the instance of HIC offences; we also need to implement measures that focus on
both long-term and ad-hoc actions. The hotspot strategy brings these elements together. On
one side of the issue there are discussions taking place with housing corporations, private
homeowners, and business owners to see how they can make homes and businesses more
resilient against break-ins and robberies. At a more immediate level, we are going out into the
streets to provide information, as well as going door to door when a neighbourhood is dealing
with a wave of break-ins.
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We are engaging more and more residents and business owners with our efforts to tackle
HIC, because they are important partners in the prevention of HIC offences. There are
also measures that residents and business owners themselves can take, such as using
the most secure hinges and locks, installing security cameras, and taking training courses
to prevent themselves falling victim to these crimes. The municipality is keen to help
residents take these measures. This will require a custom solution.
Rotterdam’s more than 95,000 over-65s are already a key group of residents, and the ageing
population means that this demographic will grow year on year. Older people are at higher
risk of falling victim to con artists, burglaries, and robbery in the street. Our Master Plan for
Older People (‘Older and Wiser’), which we published in late 2018, offers a comprehensive
approach to the safety of these Rotterdam residents. The Master Plan includes several
effective measures that are already available and that help improve the safety of older
people, such as a proven method of informing seniors at the neighbourhood level about a
range of security issues, including of course HIC and con artists’ tricks. In addition to
providing this information, we also offer older people training in developing resilience.
The punitive angle of the HIC strategy outlines how we deal with offenders. This integrated,
personalised strategy is coordinated from the ‘Safety House’. In order to combat the shift
towards violence, drug-related offences, and gun crime, our strategy differentiates on the
basis of the personal issues the offender faces. For ‘serious’ criminals, we are starting two
pilot schemes: the pilot for criminal families and our strategy on perpetrators of large-scale
robberies. We are committed to further developing the way we manage our care and security
portfolios in the coming years.
Alongside the punitive strategy, we are also developing innovative measures and methods that
will mobilise the people of Rotterdam and make them more willing to report incidents. The
near future will see a strong focus on tackling the issue of illegal firearms. We will make our
report to the city council in the second half of 2019 regarding firearms we have confiscated.
In addition to the support available to all victims of crime, we will also offer victims of HIC
offences the help they need at that crucial time. That could be as simple as offering a
sympathetic ear or it could involve support with the administrative and legal consequences
or advice about preventative measures. The most important objective, in addition to preventing
a repeat of the experience, is to restore a feeling of safety to a victim’s home or business.
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2.5 Cyber resilience
Digitisation and new technologies offer significant social and economic opportunities. At
the same time, these developments also carry potential threats and vulnerabilities. New
technologies, services, and providers are increasing society’s dependence on the internet
and information technology and blurring the lines between the physical and digital worlds.
As well as physical crises, we now also have to deal with digital crises and broader crises
that have digital aspects.
New technologies make new forms of crime possible: digital crime (‘old’ forms of crime in
a new, digital guise, for example scams perpetrated on the online auction site Marktplaats)
and cybercrime (in which ICT is both tool and target, as in the case of ransomware). ‘Typical’
internet users and smaller organisations and businesses often lack the necessary knowledge
and expertise to protect themselves effectively against digital risks, including the various
forms of cybercrime.
Ambition
A cyber security strategy in the Port of Rotterdam and increased cyber resilience in
the city of Rotterdam and among our residents and business owners/businesses.
Direction
The strategy is organised along three lines: improving our information position and
knowledge; new forms of crisis management (cyber crisis) and cybercrime that undermines
society; and the provision of information to citizens and business owners in order to spread
awareness of potential risks. Developments in the ‘cyberworld’ move fast. If we are committed to directing our activities more effectively and becoming resilient in the face of new
developments, we have to improve our information position and further develop our expertise.
We aim to achieve this together with our partners, as this knowledge is just as important to
them. To do this, we need to commission research, draft a threat assessment, attract the right
technical expertise and accumulate skills through training programmes. We are doing all this
to improve the effectiveness of our strategy in this area.
Because large-scale cyber incidents can have a big impact on public order and safety in our
city, we are implementing a combination of tried and tested forms of crisis management and
more innovative solutions. This means that we and all our crisis partners are prepared to face
a cyber crisis, or a crisis with ‘cyber’ aspects. We are also combating forms of cybercrime
that undermine our city. The information provided needs to raise general awareness of risks
and changes in behaviour, and thereby of how to prevent crime.
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3. City in Balance
We have recently seen the success of our efforts to create a safe, vibrant city that
is a pleasant place for both residents and visitors to live, work, and relax. More and
more people want to come to and live in our city, and we are seeing rising numbers
of both business owners keen to base their businesses here and start great new
initiatives and tourists who visit our city
Ambition
A safe living, working, and recreational climate in Rotterdam, in which residents
and visitors can move around freely and in which children can grow up in a safe
environment. At the same time, we aim to prevent the intrusion of crime into society
and to reduce the causes of nuisance.
Encourage, facilitate, and set boundaries
For a city to be safe, it must be in balance. We must encourage and facilitate elements
that make a city more vibrant, but we must also set boundaries where necessary, for
example when these elements get in the way of creating a healthy and pleasant climate
in the city. Being in balance means that we trust residents and business owners to
develop their own initiatives, and that we act decisively when rules are broken.
3.1 Liveable neighbourhoods
In combination with monitoring and effective enforcement where necessary, local
engagement and social control have been shown to lead to liveable neighbourhoods.
A custom strategy does justice to the developments in society and in the city, to the
differences between neighbourhoods and to the different concerns and problems
experienced by Rotterdam residents and business owners.
The municipality has shown its commitment to a neighbourhood-centred approach
through its visible presence in the neighbourhoods and its use of the appropriate
expertise. We are working closely with our partners to find solutions to the challenges
our neighbourhoods face. We are accessible to residents and business owners, and we
respond effectively to matters of safety. When residents and business owners see that
the authorities stand with them, they have more faith in those authorities, which in turn
improves the feeling of safety.
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A neighbourhood agenda has been set up for each neighbourhood, in consultation with key
actors from the neighbourhood itself. The municipality monitors the progress of the objectives
and how they are being achieved. In the most vulnerable neighbourhoods, we take an intensive and integrated approach that includes deploying City Marines. We organise ‘Safe in the
neighbourhood’ steering groups and other neighbourhood consultations at which we make
decisions together with residents and business owners.
Ambition
Residents feel safer in their neighbourhood. Residents can move freely throughout
their neighbourhood, and the area is a safe place for children to grow up.
Direction
The results of the neighbourhood profile, the safety statistics, and how safe people feel are
all factors that determine our activities in the neighbourhoods. Vulnerable neighbourhoods
can count on a targeted approach to improving safety. The guiding principle continues to be
a custom approach. We support residents and business owners to take independent action
to make their neighbourhoods safer and pleasanter places to live and work. Our programmes
respond to the real problems experienced by residents, and we will act when people do not
follow the rules.
We pay special attention to neighbourhoods where we see risks that could make the area
less safe, and we monitor specific areas within neighbourhoods when they fall behind the
areas around them. The basis for the strategy in all these neighbourhoods is for us to know
what is happening on the ground and to have a clear idea of the underlying factors and
developments.
That is why we combine information received from Rotterdam residents and professionals
with data sourced from the neighbourhood profile and other information. Together, we identify
what is happening and decide on the most appropriate strategies and interventions.
There is a special focus on neighbourhoods in Rotterdam South, a district with more than
its fair share of challenges, but which also has great potential. The National Programme for
Rotterdam South (NPRZ) offers the people of Rotterdam South opportunities to invest in
themselves and their families according to the pillars of work, housing, and education. We
are working hard to create attractive neighbourhoods where people will want to live.
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Business owners have also contributed to the positive development and attractiveness of
Rotterdam’s neighbourhoods; they are the engine of the city. For retail spaces to remain
attractive and pleasant, they need to be kept safe and full of life. Most of the city’s retail
areas have achieved this: they are vibrant places that promote interaction. Integrated,
district-specific support is available to retail areas that are vulnerable to crimes such as
break-ins, robbery, theft, and pickpocketing and that face problems such as vacancy and
an unprofitable range of shops.
Our objective is to prevent and tackle crime that targets business owners in a focused way,
whilst simultaneously helping those businesses increase their resilience to crime-related
risks. We support business owners to achieve the Safe Enterprise Certificate.
Harassment on the street causes women and/or the LGBTI(+) community to change how
they behave in public spaces. We take a zero-tolerance approach to sexual harassment on
the street, which we express in concrete actions as well as in a stated commitment. Initiatives
such as the Stop app identify hotspots, thereby increasing the probability of arrest and
improving the measures taken against perpetrators. We are also raising awareness to help
victims, perpetrators, and bystanders commit to positive behavioural changes. The current
approach to tackling on-street harassment of women and the LGBTI(+) community is being
evaluated and optimised.
The installation of security cameras is an extra measure that can keep neighbourhoods
in balance. We are adopting a more information-led approach and using mobile security
cameras to help our officers respond more flexibly to the problems on the ground. In addition
to public order, another important factor is liveability. This will require intensive cooperation
between the municipal control room, enforcers, and the police.
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3.2 A vibrant, welcoming city
Even as we celebrate the current positive developments, we recognise that these
developments themselves present new challenges. The city’s increasing attractiveness,
in combination with greater urban density — 18,000 extra homes are set to be built by 2022
— is putting pressure on the living environment. We are doing our best to find the right
balance between hospitality venues, events, and other functions in the city. This means we
have to make clear choices when assessing applications for new bars, restaurants, and
events, and it also demands an innovative approach to regulation and enforcement.
Ambition
To strengthen the balance between necessary safety measures and a vibrant,
welcoming city.
Direction
Hospitality venues
The hospitality memo 2017-2021 sets out a framework for the next few years that will ensure
balance in the neighbourhoods, a resilient city centre, responsible enterprise, and the city as
a laboratory. Hospitality venues keep the city buzzing, but there are also downsides to this
lively atmosphere, such as nuisance and disruption to public order.
We aim to give business owners the space to experiment, and we are more than open to
innovation. The trend to combine different functions, such as hospitality with retail, is an
important development which is supported by linking hospitality policy to retail policy. We
aim to impose fewer regulations and expense on business owners, and to direct our policy
towards compliance with the existing rules. The guiding principle is our trust in our business
owners. However, when that trust is abused we will not hesitate to respond effectively.
Unlawful enterprises, organised crime, and nuisance behaviour mean that some parts of the
city have not felt the full benefits of the positive developments in Rotterdam. This demands
a particular focus and a clear response. The precise balance between the various urban
functions is unique in each district, neighbourhood, and even street. New plans have been
drawn up for hospitality in the city to provide district-specific management of bars and
restaurants and to promote a tailored approach.
Events
Events make the city a livelier place and create opportunities for the people of Rotterdam to
interact. At the same time, they also put extra pressure on the living environment. Safety is a
prerequisite for a successful event.
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The number of applications to hold events has seen a clear increase in recent years, and
we are also seeing organisations becoming more professional and events becoming more
ambitious. The events themselves are growing ever more lavish and lasting longer. An ‘event
season’ is a thing of the past: events now take place throughout the year. In addition to
events, Rotterdam is an increasingly attractive location for film crews.
The threat of extremism and terrorism is included in the permit application process for events
and extra measures are taken during the events. These measures are often not visible to the
general public, but they require precise coordination between the various bodies involved.
The balance between taking effective safety measures and maintaining an attractive city is
coming under increasing pressure. Given the limited number of locations available to hold
events in the city, with events being concentrated in the centre, and the increasing pressure
on the capacity of our partners in the chain, it is important for more event locations to be
distributed throughout the city.
This policy will be thoroughly revisited in the upcoming city council term. Spreading out
events over both time and space, to distribute the costs and benefits evenly across the city, is
a key area for discussion. The guiding principle is to trust business owners and organisers, as
long as all necessary safety measures have been taken.
Public transport
There has been a significant improvement in safety on public transport in recent years, in
both objective and subjective terms. Safe public transport is an important factor in creating an
attractive, welcoming city. It is very important that the level of public safety on public transport
at least remains at its current level, and preferably increases.
For this reason, we intend to continue using several successful measures and tools, such
as public transport travel bans. The risk-led deployment of public transport enforcers on the
metro (for example at weekends and in the evening) is another policy that will continue in
the next council term. Enforcer training includes a special focus on aggression/self-defence
training.
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Football
Professional football matches in our city are special events. Rotterdam is buzzing, and football is a big part of that vibrancy. Three Rotterdam clubs represent the city in the world of
professional football. With the annual cup final, international women’s, men’s, and youth matches and the league, cup, and European competitions our clubs play in, football events attract
more than 1.5 million visitors to our city every year, from both within and outside Rotterdam.
We aim to make sure all these supporters have a fun, enjoyable visit. These visitors should
feel welcome, but if necessary we will intervene in order to prevent incidents or limit their
scope. That is how we are making football welcoming, accessible, and safe in Rotterdam.
We intend to redouble our focus on a strategy to deal with people who interfere with our
visitors’ stay. We will achieve that through preventive social measures, by raising awareness
of the consequences of unacceptable behaviour and by offering alternatives, again using a
personalised approach. That approach is broader than football-related activities alone, as it
aims to influence the day-to-day lives of these people, whether through encouragement or
punitive measures.
This strategy can also make it possible to take other, less generic measures that affect all
visitors equally. These measures could include compulsory traffic rules, restrictions on the
sale of tickets, and early arrival times. It is important to be even more welcoming to all
visitors, to ensure that normal behaviour is the norm and that bad behaviour stands out and is
addressed, whether by mutual consent or through punitive measures. We are aware that this
could be the most important tool we have to make football in our city even more welcoming
and accessible, which in turn will make it safer.
Of course, the supporters themselves have a role to play. Not least because they are
the ones who determine the behaviour that is and is not seen as the norm in a stadium,
supporters are invited to join partners such as the police and Public Prosecution Service
to discuss the policy. This way, we can make our city a place where every match creates
positive opportunities and has a party atmosphere.
Demonstrations
Thanks to the global situation and the polarisation of society, we are seeing more
demonstrations, and the severity of those demonstrations appears to be increasing.
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At the same time, we see that society is becoming less tolerant of people who hold minority
opinions. This presents a complex challenge, not least because of the scarcity of both space
and balance in the city and in the city centre.
The right to peaceful demonstration is enshrined in the Dutch Constitution, and the official
attitude must facilitate the exercise of that right. The guiding principle is that demonstrations
should be able to take place at the location and in the way the organisers wish. Our security
partners work on a case-by-case basis to see if any conditions need to be set to ensure that
the demonstration is safe for both the demonstrators and their surroundings.
3.3 Vulnerable groups
We are all increasingly being called upon to arrange matters ourselves, even as the world
is becoming increasingly complex. Whereas in the past the government organised access
to care, education, work, and pensions, our modern participation society asks more of
each individual. By no means all Rotterdam residents have the skills to sort out these
developments on their own. The situation requires a self-reliance that not everyone can
achieve straight away.
At the intersection of care and safety, we have taken steps in recent years to address both
aspects and to act appropriately. We have seen that vulnerable people and people displaying
confused behaviour need care and support; that said, they can also cause a disturbance
or be seen as a nuisance to the people around them. There has also been a clear rise in
the number of reports police receive in regard to incidents concerning people displaying
confused behaviour. We intend to deepen our approach and continue to develop our methods,
so that we can better assess situations at an earlier stage and take the appropriate action.
This entails a dual focus on both the individual and the local area.
Ambition
To improve the personal situation and to prevent and reduce recidivism in people
responsible for nuisance. In addition, to prevent social unrest and/or unsafe situations
for the person concerned or his or her surroundings.
Course
The guiding principle is that everyone must be offered the right support to live as independently as possible in their home neighbourhoods. The strategy involving the various chains
(district, care, Safety House) demands the further development of a joint vision for care
and safety.
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We are also aware of safety risks and pay special attention to people displaying confused
behaviour, young people, and people with mild intellectual disabilities.
People displaying confused behaviour
There has been an increase in the number of reports of incidents involving people displaying
confused behaviour. There is no one single reason for this increase, and some people fall
through the cracks. It is our responsibility to adequately assess risks and to take action to
prevent unsafe situations arising.
Staff at the Safety House take a joint, integrated approach to the domains of housing,
guidance, and care. In addition to the Safety House, some groups require a local or
district-specific approach. We are developing just such a tailored approach, in coordination
with the police, the Safety House, and care providers.
People with mild intellectual disabilities
People with mild intellectual disabilities are overrepresented in criminal law statistics. They
make up between 40% and 60% of the current and former inmates living in Rotterdam. The
vast majority of these people have multiple problems, such as debts, mental health issues, no
daily routine, and housing problems. As a group, they are particularly vulnerable and easily
influenced, and their sense of right and wrong is often underdeveloped. These people may
also have a diminished understanding of the relationship between cause and effect, paired
with reduced learning and problem-solving capabilities. The usual pathways, interventions,
and tools can offer this group little or no benefit. The challenge is to find and implement tools
and interventions — in the domains of both care and welfare and safety and in both the neighbourhood and the Safety House — that are tailored to this group, in order to reduce failures,
drop-out rates, and recidivism. Employees’ knowledge and skills are essential to ensuring
timely detection of problems related to intellectual disabilities, and to building a framework
for action.
Young people
Rotterdam is a city with a relatively young population. That makes Rotterdam a city with a lot
of potential, a city with opportunities for growth. At the same time, some neighbourhoods are
experiencing persistent problems related to young people, problems that find expression in
youth crime and young people causing a nuisance. Many young criminals have mild intellectual disabilities. More than 12% of Rotterdam residents experience inconvenience from groups
of young people.
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Taken as a whole, instances of youth nuisance and youth crime are both falling. However, a
new generation of young repeat offenders are fast making a ‘career’ for themselves in the
criminal underworld, often having few prior convictions before they turn to more serious
crimes. They are also more prepared to use severe violence, which causes social unrest in
the neighbourhood concerned.
The number of problematic groups of young people has remained stable in recent years,
but the nature and the scope of these groups have changed, as has the profile of young
perpetrators. Moreover, groups are becoming less and less fixed and their composition is
changing fast, both online and offline. Social media has a growing influence on street culture,
and conflicts between individuals or groups of young people are increasingly likely to
begin online. Social media has also been shown to be the birthplace of new undesirable
phenomena that are more likely to end in confrontations on the street. We are implementing
interventions to respond to these issues.
Rotterdam’s strategy has a strong focus on visible nuisance and crime. The youth strategy
does not currently give less visible concerns, such as families with serious problems who do
not seek help, inter-area criminal networks, and negative role models, the attention they deserve, even though these factors also influence more visible disturbance and crime. For this
reason, in addition to more integrated cooperation within youth policy, we are also seeking to
link this methodology more strongly with the strategy on crime that undermines society.
In the coming years we intend to make the strategy on youth nuisance and youth crime a
more integral part of Rotterdam’s youth policy. With its ‘Youth Policy Framework 2015-2020:
Rotterdam Is Growing’, the municipality has committed to help the children and young people
of our city grow up in a safer, healthier environment that offers them more opportunities. In
addition to risk factors, protective factors are also important to this goal.
Alongside focused efforts aimed at addressing nuisance and crime, it is very important to
make an accurate estimate of the many risk signals of transgressive behaviour and to work
with the relevant bodies to offer appropriate help. If we want to achieve this goal, we will need
good cooperation between the police, neighbourhood teams, youth protection services and the
local neighbourhood network. The Rotterdam Rijnmond Safety House takes a personalised
approach to most young criminals and their leaders. Within our strategy on problem groups of
young people, we take a group- and person-specific approach. Our ‘parents taking the lead’
programme involves consultation with parents to draw up a plan to prevent repeat offences.
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3.4 Nuisance in the community
Rotterdam residents must be able to live in their own homes safely and without undue
concern. Nuisance in the community will not be tolerated. Nuisance in the community is a
social problem, because it disrupts the liveability in a neighbourhood and makes people
feel unsafe in their homes.
Ambition
To improve liveability in the neighbourhood and increase Rotterdam residents’ feeling
of safety by tackling nuisance in the community. To inspire more faith in the chain
strategy among people who report nuisance in the community over the next four years.

Course
Nuisance in the community can affect anyone; it can rear its head among all sections of
the population. This inconvenience arises from multiple different social problems, such
as differences in lifestyle, overcrowding, antisocial behaviour, criminal behaviour, negative
relationships between neighbours, debts, a lack of future prospects, and people displaying
confused behaviour. It requires a chain-wide approach that includes many partners with
different backgrounds, such as representatives from the security, housing, and care sectors.
The municipality leads this chain partnership because this form of nuisance has such a
significant impact on liveability and people’s feeling of safety. This partnership brings
together our experiences, tools, and expertise and those of our partners in initiatives such
as mediation and the implementation of relevant legislation such as the Act addressing
nuisance in the community. To make the strategy even more effective and professional,
a new ‘Action Plan to Tackle Nuisance in the Community’ is currently in development.
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Quotes from meetings with residents, district committees, and partners

‘Safety goes hand
in hand with
confidence’

‘It’s all about trust, and that’s lacking. We
need to focus much more on that feeling’

‘Every individual matters!
Celebrate uniqueness as
a strength’
‘More eyes, more ears,
more neighbourhood
watch schemes’

‘A neat and tidy
neighbourhood’

‘Get to know each other and put
down roots in the neighbourhood’

‘Vulnerable residents who don’t
receive enough care feel unsafe in
their own homes’

‘Come into people’s
front rooms, give
them confidence,
show an interest’

‘A safe Rotterdam is a city where residents feel
responsible for other people’s safety’

‘Working together
builds trust and
creates a connection’

‘A green living environment,
pleasant outdoor space gets
people out of their houses
and that connects people’

‘A safe city is when I feel safe both
inside and outside my house’

‘There aren’t enough
green spaces in the
city centre’

‘Dangerous driving
is appalling. Make
speeding physically
impossible’

‘Safety is being able to go about
your business safely on the street
24 hours a day — that includes
older people and women’

‘More community police
officers, more cameras,
more focus on road
safety’

‘A visible, active
police force that acts
when it needs to’

